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                              ABSTRAC']r

       In this paper we present a systematiÅë review of recent developments in pheno-
    menological Regge pole theory of high energy scatterings.
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gl. Introduetion

   This is the first in a series oi papers devoted to Regge phenomenology. In
the last few years it has become widely accepted that the Regge pole expa' nsion
of the scattering amp!itudes is a very useful too! in describing high energy
scatterlngs. As yet we have no cornplete theory to state where Regge poles
corne from and to predict all their parameters. Experiments indicate some
characteristic features that can be easily incorporated in the Regge pole model
and comparison with Regge predictions has shed lighe on the properties of the
residue and trajectory functions of the poles involved. The resu!ts, however,
scatter in the iiterature and we feel it is necessary to review the whole situa-
tion.

   The following properties of Regge poles ft. re now familiar to us all :i)
   a) Shrinkage of forward peak
   b) Phase-slgnature relation
   c) Asymptotic power-law behaviour of amplitude
   d) Factorization of residue
   e) Connection with particles and resonances
   f) Line-reversa12)
Brief elucidation on "line-reversal" should be necessary. Consider TÅ}P elastic
scattering. Contributors are Pomeranchon P, Igi pole P' and p. Let us write
n"P amp!itude in the form of

                       A(T'P >T"P)-Ap+Ap'+Ap. (1.1)
Then, changing the meson from T" to T' (i. e., reversing the meson lines) which
is equivalent to charge conjugation operation C in the crossed channei amounts
to sign change in odd signature amplitude Ap :

                       A(fl-P )n-P)-A?+Ap'-Ap (1.1)'
This comes from the fact that C==P==(-)"--PJ for T+rc- rest system where P=
ordinary parity, PJ==signature and L =orbital angular rnomentum. Another
examples are given below.

                  A (K"P-K"P) =- A? + Ap' + A. + Ap + An,

                  A(K--p-,K-p)=A?+Ap'-A,,-Ap+AR, a,2)
                  A (K+n->K"n) =Ap + A?' + A. - Ap -AR,
                  A(K-'n-,Kr- n) == Ap + Ap' - A. + Ap -AR.

For reversing the spinor line, we must also charge conjugate the Dirac matrices
connecting the initia! and 'fina! Fermions belonging to reversed lines and new
factors oE +1 or -1 will appear in the coefficients o'f new lnvariant amplitudes.
A special case of forward elastic scattering and no spin flip is very simple, the
result being written in terms of total cross section through opticftc1 theorem:3)
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                       aT(PP) == ap + ifp' + ifto + ffp + aR,

                       ar (Pn) ww ap + apf + a. - av - aR,                       aT(Pp)=a?+op'-a.-ap+a., (1'3)
                       aT(Pn)==ffp+ap'-a.+ap-an.

Here at) denotes Poiineranchon contribution to ifT(PP) and so on.
   Since 1966 renewed attention has been drawn to the following characteristics
of Regge poles some of which have already noticed by some authors in the early
stage of Regge-pole theory :
   g) Nonsense and ghost-killing zeros`},5}
   h) Signature zero6}
    i) Palring of Fermion trajectory7) and bacl<ward meson-nucleon scattering6)
    j) Conspiracy among Regge polesS)-iO}
The zeros in Reggeized amplitude of types g) and h) are expected to develop
dlps in da/dt if She pole in question has lmporÅíant contribution. The property
i) is sometimes called Gribov phenomenon and associated with tke MacDowell
symmetry for partial-wave amplitude of T-N scattering.`') A remarkable pro-
perty of "conspiracy" between Regge poles ltas already been realized by Volkov
and Gribov8} in 1962 and recent investigations by Freedman and Wang9) and by
Durand'O} reveals the existence of "daughter" trajectories which implies com-
plicated situatlon in Regge-pole phenomenology.
   As for spin dependence of scattering amp12tude in a pure Regge pole model
we have trouble with experiment. In particular, polarization in z-P-->rcOn and
the (O,O) component of to rneson density matrix in TN taN (or d) should
vanish becagse only p contributes, whereas experiments show finite polarization
and nonvanishing poo. Some background contributions must be tal<en into ac-
count but they are not unique.
   Our main purpose here is to explain the close connection between the above-
mentioned properties of Regge poles and the observed features of hlgh energy
elastic and elastic-like reactions. In order not to make the paper too lengtky
the subject of conspiracy will be treated in a forthcoming paper.

g2. Gross features of experimental data on angular distributions

   2. 1 Coulomb interference region (ltl<10'-2 (GeV/c)2)

  Table I. Ratio of real to imaginary parts of forward amplitude for elastic TAr, K,IV
    and IVN col!isions.

Collision system

pp
Pll

p-p
T'P
z-' p
I<+p

K'"P

a

    -O.312)
    -O.313}

-e.lo to -o.o7i4)

-O.3 to o.oi4)
 O.31 Å} e.21i5)

 O. 45 Å} e. 14

 O.1 l O.2i6>
 O.2 Å} O.2

Pll in GeV/c

1)D==5t-27

PL==7'-19

PL=10--14
Pb==8•v24

PL=3.5
Ph :5.e sign

Pb==4.1

Pn==5.5 sign

undetermined

undetermined
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   Table I presents the ratio of real to imaginary parts of forward ainplitudes
for elastic xN, KN and NN collisions :

                               Re A(s, 6)                           cr == -Im AT("si-/e>- (2•1)

   For charge-exchange scatterings (see Table II), we compare, if possible, 'ihe
differential cross sections at t=O witk the optical theorem valtte by which we

mean:

  Table II. Real over imaginary ratio for charge-exchange processes (O. T. V.=Optical
    Theorem Value)

processes

T- p->rcon
rc" P->vn
K"p-Ken
K"n-Kop
 Pn-nP
 pp-fin

cr

1Å}O.3

compared with
 optical value

I

>O. T. V.ig)

<O. T. V.2t}

>O. T. V.22)

 Not clear23)

I

structures at
.small angles

forward dipi9)

forward dip2e}

forward dip2!)

very sharp
forward peak22)

   for T-P-rrOn,
              ddat (T-p >zen),.c.--i/i-rc-(aT(n+p)-aT(rc-'p))2, (2.2)

   for K-"P--KOn,

              da                                  1              mtzr(K--P >ttOn)ope•"r- 16. CaT(K-P)-aT(K-n))2, (2.3)

   for K+n-Kop,
              -dd•g- (K+n -> Kop) ,,,. == -1-g/ii-(a. (K+p)-a.(K+n) )2, (2.4)

   for Pn--nP,
               @d'imu(Pn 'nP)ovt•=-Tli}.E-(aT(PP)-aT(Pn))2, (2.s)

and
   for PP->nn,
               -[i'8(i6p lh>itn)opc•= iG-(ar(p"p)-aT(p-n))2. (2.6)

   2. 2 fi'ortvard d'iffraction region (itl<O.5(GeV/c)2)

   As ls well lmown the diffraction peak observed experimentally is well des-
cribed by the formula

                   , -ddSi- =- -Z'illi- l. ,.., eY` ' (2.7)

where r depends weakly on the energy. In Table III, the values of r are given
for various elastic and charge exchange scatterings (S denots "shrinks", E
"expands" and C "constant").
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Collision
 system

    pp
    Pn
   pHp
   T'P
   rr'p
   K"p
   K-P
Z-PenOn
rc- P )vn
K-p-KOn
K'neKOn
 Pn >nP
 pp->itn
 PP---,AA

r in (GeV/c)-2

     7 to loi2,i7)

     7 to lois)

    12 to 9i7)

        917)

        917)
     4 to 715,17)

       916,1?)

       111g>
      4rx,520)

        521)

  50 for ltl<o.o222)
   5 for larger [tl

       4. 523)

Sharp forward peak24)

Be-
haviour Pn in GeV/c

Pn==5n"27

Pb--2-w7
PL==i2--16

Pi=10"v14
Pb == 8-v24

pll==3.5--5

Pn==4.1's-•5.5

Pb=3.07--18.0
Pn= 2.9"v18.2

Pt =2"-9.5

Pb==2--8

Pb = 5-sJ9

pma=3.0--6.94

n from (dcr/
dt)tmooc Pn-n

1.3 t O.2

1.5Å}O.1

1.5Å}O.2

3.0

l.7Å}O.3

1.9Å}O.3

2. 3 Structitres at intermediate angles

Table IV. Structures at

(O.5<lt1<1.5)

intermediate angles.

Collision system

p   n   pi/

rc' p

   rc-p

T- 1)---}flOn

THp-vn
K-p ,I<On
 Pn >nP
 pp-ofin

Structures

No.2s)

Shoulder at t u-1 <GeVlc)2 iS}

dip at t"s-O.45 (1<Pb<2.5)2S) (a}so at pb==3.6627))

bump at tts-"'-O.8 (1<Pi<2.5)

Structure seems to vanish rapidly with increasing energy.

dip at tu-e.7 (2<pn<4)28)
bump at t•"•s-l.2 (2<Pll<4)

StruÅëture disappears qulckly as energy increases.

as for rc+p28)

dip at t-Nh,-O.6i9)

bump at tfs-l
no dip2o)

probably no dip2t)

No.2z)

No.23>

    2• 4 Bacfeward region (-1 (Gev/c)2)")t (Miv2imr,2)2)

   '['he observed backward peak for TtcP scattering is consistent
formula
                          ddau ww SZ i•e,.iso.•er("-""tax)

where r depends rather strongly on energy as shown in Table V.

with the

(2.8)
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V. Meson-Nucleon scattering

MORITA

in the backward hemlsphere.

particle system

T' P ,Prr"

zHp )prr-

I<+p->pl<+

K--P->pK-t

r in (GeV/c)-2

12f{;rsg20 at pb= 42g),3o)

13E{:rsg;27 at Pn=:8

3.8:sgrEgllO at pb= 4 (1/5 of z'p)

10:l{;rS15 at Pb==8

Small indication of backward
SCattel'ing at Pn=:3.5, 5.e15),32)

No indication of bacl<ward
Scattering at pJ.==4.1, s.s32}

Structure

dip at-ttsuO.2 (GeV/c)Z

no dlp baclcward dip3i)

g3. Regge pole analysis of ferward scatterings

   Let us recapitulate briefiy the basic forrriula of Regge pole theory for re-
lativistie scattering.') Consider a scattering of two spinless, equal-mass particles.
In the t-channel center of mass system the usual invariant variables are

                             t==4(Ps2+m2)
                           s x= - 2Pt2 (1 -t- cosOt)
                           zc = - 2Pt2 (1 - coset)

where Pt and 0e are the magnitude of relat!ve momentum and the scattering
angle. Denote the t-channel scattering ampiitude by f`(t, ze) and expand it into
partial-waves :

                          co                f"(t, 2t) == Åí (21-i-1)fJ`(t)PJ(zt) (zt-:cosOt) (3.1)
                         Jt=O
Assuming for f` a fixed-t dispersion relation with N subtractions and using the
inverse formula of (3.1), we can perform the Froissart-Gribov continuation of
fJ` (cail it ft(t, 1), Å}designates signature) for Ref<N where fÅ}(t, 1) turns out
to be holomorphic. For Carlson's theorem to hold in the presence of exchange
forces, the continuation has to be made separateiy away from even and odd 1
values whence we meet the concept of signature. Let us further assurne the
ana!ytic continuation for Rel<N olfÅ}(t, 1) has no singularities ot•her than Regge
poles at J=crtÅ}(t). Transforming (3.i) by the method of Sommerfeld and
Watson and picking ttp Regge poles, one fincls

           f`(t, 2t)--rc\ (2cr`,"illlg.),b.g"(t) ( Pa't'(-2e)2-t-Pa•i'(zt) }

                    -z:i.] (2cr`,-,.i.1.),b.-i'"(t)-{ Pa'-(-Z`)2-Pevt'"(zt) ) (3.2)

                    +background integral,
where btÅ}(t) is residue of pole at1= crtÅ}(t). Using crossing symmetry, the asyrnpto-

tic form of eq. (3.2) for large zt (or s) gives Regge poie contributions to high
energy s-channel amplitude :

            fs(s, t) ,m,g?--vi-ii-)li,i T`"(iil)(".S..cr.`",')g) 6t"(t)(-i:t-)cri"(`'

                      -.-,,-,}. Tt-(.'),r.S.•.cr-g,g-g) ,,-,,,(-s,)at+(t)• ,3,3,
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where
                                1 + e- irrat'(t)                                 2iliinrccriÅ}(t) ' (3•4)                         e,Å}(t) =.,

and rtÅ}(t) is the reduced residue factored out the threshold behaviour (2PL2)av`Å}(t)

from btÅ}(t) and so is a scaling iactor with dimension of squared energy.
   For scattering of particles with spins33} the formula become complicated and
new problems arise such as nonsense zero at f==O and fixed singularities at the
nonsense values of 1 of wrong signature. In the following we shall meet these
frequently.
   This and the subseqttent sections will be devoted to discuss how the details
of Regge trajectories have been unravelled through the analysis of experimental
data in terms of them.

   3. 1 Single-Pole analysis and sPin-LfiiP Phenomena

       3. 1. 1 zmP->zOn

   Only p contributes to T-P--.TOn34}-38), and the experimentsi2) on this reaction

1

"le

tsit     f

of1

10-i

rs

S

  rr-.p-rrOn.

p (GeV/c)

vlqO MIT-PISA
o 4.0 SACLAY-ORSAY
:g19, -,dcr,(o}.t62p-qos

: l3sle3 (ct?<o)=as7>

ii'it

s,

mb

"

i
;l

(GeWc)2

+
+

Fig. 3-1.

  O O.5 1.0 15 2.0                 -t- [(GeVtc)2]

The T-p charge exchange differentla} cross section at various
laboratory-system momenta. The data are from Ref. i9, I.
Manneli et aL, (MIT-PISA group) (ivr 20.0GeV/c); Ref. 19,
A. V. Stirling et al. (SACLAY-ORSAY group) (A 5.9, V 9.8,
N 13.3, " 18.2) ; Ref. 19, P. Sonderegger et a}. (SACLAY-
ORSAY) (O 4.0)
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have confirmed the strlking, qualitative features of a single-Regge-pole model :
    (1) Forward peak shrinl<s with increasing energy.
    (2) Re/Im ratio at t==O is about 1. Remember that, since p has odd signa-
      ture and its zero-intercepÅí is about 1/2, one has

                 '                e,(t=-o)- i2-,te.ik.i.rr,ev(Po()O) Asg(i+i)(cr,(e)fs-}) (3.s)

or, in other words,

                 S2 (rc-`p-zon) at t ==o ftf 2 times o. T. v.'

                                   (O. T. V. =optical theorem value)

    (3) Energy dependence at t==O is

                      da                         at t==O oc s2dpCO}-2 oc PL-i
                      dt
                                           (PL==lab. mom. o{ pion)

wh!ch is also consistene with experiment (see Table III). However measured
finite polarization39} of recoil neutron indicates some backgrottnd contributions`e}

beyond p exchange:
    (4) Helicity-fiip and -nonfiip arnplitudes are in phase when only one Boson
trajectory is exchanged so that polarization rnust vanish.
   The trajectory function is determined to be35)

                           a, (t) -O.58+1.02t (3.6)
which is plotted in Fig. 1 along with R trajectory discussed below.
   Now the angular distribution of differential cross section (see Fig. 3-1)

o1•

8
'

o

6Q

4
.

o

2
.

o

o

L

ap ct}

aRCt)

/ / / /
/

/ /

   --
 /•/ j=l
   t= m7

   j-- 2

   t=(1.57
Gev/.>Z

Fig.

 -.6 -O.4 -O.2

The p and R trajectories
(Ref. 46) using a Regge
experimental data.

 O O.2 O.4 O.6
 t
as determined by Ter-Martirosyan
 pole fit to r-p-.xOn and T-P-.vn
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shows some remarkable structures ; a forward dlp at i==O with subsequent turn-
over near t==-e.e2 (GeV/c)2 and a second dip at t=s-O.6 (GeV/c)2 accompany-
ing falling-off maximum near ttt= -1.0 (GeV/c)2. These structures are commonly
associated with the property that p cottples strongly to ltelicity-flip amplitude.
Crossed channel (x'flO-PMn) helicity-fiip amplitude has a kinematicaliy required
factor V;.a,(t) which induces zeros at t==O and t=ta ior which a,(ld)=O. It
helicity-flip amplitude is much larger than -nonfiip one, these zeros are expected
to develop dips ln da/dt at respective t-values. Near t== -O.6 (GeV/c)2 p seems
to pass through spin zero (Fig. 1) ("nonsense transition of wrong signature").4i)

 tt       3. 1.2 rt"p >opn '
   In th!s case only R can be cxchanged in the crossed channel`2}-`6) (R is
assumed to be associated with A2 meson having IPG =2+-, l==1 and mass 1320
MeV). This process also exhibits the strlking features of one-pole model as in
3.1.1: the energy dependence at t=O and the shrinking forward peak20}. We
have no data on polarization P(e) for this process. R trajectory is given the
Pignotti form45)

                                      1,35                         aR(t)- -1+ 1--o.34t (3.7)

 gt/

  1,

(giiSi

10

1

OA

:
l

l l

:

l

f

f

iY

sc-p -. nn
     L2 ts

    i 2.or
    i 3.72
    l 5.9
    l 9.8
    l 13.3
    e •l8,2
 soLDuNE:loGevlc

REtc3C3t! POLE PREDICTION

j,

rf
i
T

Fig. 3-2.

  o O,5 1 -t (GeVlc> 15
Differential cross sections for the reaction T-P-rpn(op-2r).

Ref. 20,(SACLAY-ORSAY group). The solid Iine is the
Regge pole prediction at 10GeV/c from Ref. 44.
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Linear trajectory plotted in Fig. 1 is determined by Ter-Martirosyan`6}.
    Observed forward dip in da/dt indicates strong coupling of R trajectory to
helicity-fiip amplitude. No indication of secondary dip near t==-O.6 (GeV/c)2
seems to support Gel!-Mann's mechanism`} for avoiding 1=e ghost states which
would otherwise occur for even signature trajectories. Another mechanism
proposed by Chew5) for removing such ghosts introduces an extra factor aR(t)
in the residue function which predicts a definite minimum in da/dt when R
passes through spin zero,`7} Whether trajectories in even signature nonet
chooses "nonsense" (Gell-Mann's type) or "sense" (Chew's type) at1=O is an
open theoretical question and is relevant also for ztP and P- P elastic scatterings

where, at energies ttp to about 3 GeV/c, dips near t== -O.5 (GeV/c)2 have been
observed.26)-2g)

    In passing we remark that kinematical constraint due to the mass difference
between x and rp pointed out by Wang`8} gives no significant effects.`5)

       3. 1. 3 Charge exchange quasi-two-body reactions

    We list below severa! quasi-two body processes in which only p or only
R can be exchanged as in the above examples. These reactions are ex-
pected to exhibit some characteristics of one-pole exchange mechanism mentioned
above. If experimental data are accumutated and show striking departures
from single-pole prediction, then we must modify the single-pole approach by
introducing low-ranking trajectories, direct channe! resonances, Regge cut and

so on.
    Only p exchange:

                    Charge exchange TP )zA4g}-5s),5?)
                    Charge exchange rP >Ai,2N (or A)
                    rrP >Cti11 (or A)53)56}

   Note that te production may invoive B meson58) exchange.59)
    Only R exchange:

                           xN >rpN (or A)53)

   3. 2 Two-Pole analysis

       3. 2.1 K-P >KOn and K'n >KOp

   From Eq. (1. 2) amplitudes for these processes are easily found, by using
charge independence, to be

                       A(K-p >KOn)-2(-A,+AR)
                       A(K"n >KOP)-2(A,+An) (3.8)
Since experimentally aT(K"P) =rmaT(K"n)60) within a few percent in the energy
range PL ==6rv20 GeV/c, p and R residues in Eq. (3. 8) should have the same sign
at t==O so that imaginary parts tend to cancell in K+n-KOP, to wit,

                     JmA(K+n >Kep) ati-e ss O. (3.9)
This predicts that

                   do                  -a/tum(K-"P >I-<On) at t==e fu o.T.v.

                                                                  (3.10)                   da                  -d-t (K"n >Kep) at t==o > o. T. v,
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Nl

rr
do'/dtforK".•i<On

soe

1oo
5

579.5GeVIcIIt!H'curvesarepredictions

iOfg+RReggelbteGev/ilivlodei

5oo

100

lll

-

'

1oo

50
9,5GeVIc

+

T

-

o O,2O.4O.6O.81,O1.21.4l,6
                                             2                                    -t •(GeV/c)
         Fig. 3-3. The differential cros$ section for the reaction K-P-.KOn at
                  laboratory-system rnomenta of 5, 7, and 9.5GeV/c reported
                  by Astbury et al. (CERN-ETH group) (Ref. 21). The theo-
                  retlca} curves are for a Regge pole model fiit by Phillips
                  and Rarita (Ref. 42). In thls fit only the 9.5GeV/c data
                  were used and therefore the 5 and 7 GeV/c theoretical curves
                  are predictions according to the model.

The former is consistent with experiment2'} (see Table II) but we have no
high energy data on K+n--,Kep.
    Since p and R have nearly equal zero-intercept (about 1/2), one predicts
(see Table III)

                 -dd-\- at t==O ocPL-i-"i'5 for both reactions.

    Strong coupling of helicity-fiip amplitude to both p and R as suggested from

z- P-Ten and z-P-+va can also explain the observed forward dip-turn-over se-
quence28} in da/dt for K'-P--KOn. However if helicity-fiip p and R amplitudes
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interfere destructively, such a dip-turn-over sequence should not appear. Ac-
cording to Phillips and Rarita,35) such a case happens for K+n-KOP; this has
to be checked experimentally.
   On the other hand, there is no signthcant evidence for the presence of
secondary dip in K-P-Ken scattering for PL;E)5GeV/c, indicating nonvanishing
contribution of helicky-fiip amplitude when p and R pass throttgh spin zero (both
near t=-O.6 (GeV/c)2). Thts must be due to R ("nonsense transition of right
signature")6'} since p cannot spinfiip there..
   Final!y it is hoped that polarization pararneters for these reactions will be
measured by ttsing polarized target in a near future in order to test this model
further. From Eq. (3.8) one sees that'P(K""P----Ran) ==-P(K+n.KOP) for small

momentum transfers.

       3. 2.2 Pn >nP and P-P >nn

   In terms of p+R model, we may write helicity amplitudes for these reac-
tions as follows.

/g,
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o
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         Fig. 3-4. Differential cross section
                 at 8 GeV/Åë (Manning et al.,

   ' anglesOto 45 mrad; (b)
                 shows the resu!ts for P-p
                 (Fo!ey et al., Ref. 17).

                           e5i(lbn-nP)
                           g6t(PP->fin)

where i runs from 1 to 5, corresponding
-+-->+- and +--++ transitions '
for helicifies Å} 1/2) and the

                    da T
                    dt 2fe2
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           aT == lllZi .I,n{ Åëi (t -= O) + g63 (t -O) }
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   O to 9 mrad. The broken line
elastic cross section at 8.9 GeV/c

         =gbiP+g5tRe

         ii-q5tP+g5iR, (3.11)
          to ++->++l m--++s +-.m++-}
        m the eenter of mass system (Å} stands
normallzation is such that

 {Iipil2+lg52I2+i()63i2 -- iÅë4I2+41ipsl21)-, (3.12)

(le==c.m, momentum) (3.13)
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Since experirnentally aT(PP)-aT(Pn)<ar(PP)-aT(Pn) (ior example, at PL=12
GeV/c, LHS=-O,5mb and RHS==1.5mb),60) we require that imaginary parts
tend to cancell in Pn-,nP, thus predicting

                      da                      dt (Pn--.nP) at t=O > o.T.v.

                      da                         (PP--eFnn) at t==O pt O.T.V.                      dt

See Table, II. Moreover we have

                 da                    at t==O cc PL-'-'-i'5 for both reactions,
                 dt

as in KAX charge exchange, while experiment shows more rapid decrease like
PL-{2-3} ('I}able III). Also as in KN charge exchange, a forward dip is expected
at least for PP-,fin but experiment indicates nothing.
   Therefore we conclude that p+R rnodel cannot explain the energy depen-
dence at t===O, the absence of forward dip and a sharp forward peak (tvexp
(-50t) for lti<O.02 (GeV/c)2) of Pn--nP.22} At this stage we note that trajec-
tories belonging to pseudoscalar and axial vector nonets can couple to nucleons
but not to pseudoscalar mesons so that they may play any role in NN and NN
scatterlngs even though they are !ow-ranking. This will be studied in the
second paper.

   3. 3 Many-Pole analysis

       3. 3. 1 TAr elastic scattering

   Amplitudes fer this case was given in Eq. (1. 1).
    Non-shrinkage of forward peak could be supported by interference of P'
and p with fiatter trajectory P (its slopeA-1/3 (GeV/c)"'2 or smaller). If P is
flat, no observed particles lie on it and a logical question arises: What about
the previous triurnph concerning the fO rneson? (C,N. Yang)62) A!though there
are some specu!ations, we shall not concern this point here but would not be
surprised if there are complicated singularities 1!ke fixed poles or cuts in the
complex angular momentum plane.4i)
   There ls an interesting phenomenon, the so-called cross-over effect, in rcÅ}P
dlfferential cross sectlons which has been observed at each energy for tft -O.05
(GeV/c)2. PhMips and Rarita35' suggested that this could be associated with
either sign change of hellcity-nonflip p amplitude at indicated t-value or oppo-
site sign of interference terrns between P+P' and p for helicity-flip and -nonfiip
parts. The latter alternative does not introduce any zero in residues but the
former does. This is a!so of !mportance in theoretical investigation on residue
functlon.

   At energies up to about3GeV/c, a dip has been observed near t=:-O.5
(GeV/c)2. Neglecting resonance effects in this angular region, Frautschi37) pro-
poses that also P' cannot spinflip when k ver!fies a?'(t) == O just as in the case
of p and that, since both p and P' seem to pass through spin zero at tfv-O.6
(GeV/c)2, the dip could be associated with the helicity-filp phenomena as in
charge exchange. As it seems plausible to assume that P' and R belong to the
same tensor nonet, R should bear the same property, which cannot be accepted
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from the diseussion in 3, 1. 2. Whether t' rajectories in the even signature nonet
give vanish!ng or finite he!icity-flip when they verify cr(t) =O should be further
investlgated both from experimental and theoretical• poiutiof views.63}
    Recent measurements on polarization parameters70) for zÅ}P scattering pro-
vide an interesting test for Regge-pole descrlption which wM be considered in
gs.

       3. 3. 2 K2V and KN elastic scatteriRgs

    As is indicated in Eq. (1.2) these contain five poles so that too many
parameters are introduced in analyzing the data in terms of them. We shall
not discuss these processes but only refer the reader to the paper by Phillips
and Rarita.35)

       3. 3. 3 NN and NN elastic scatterings6`)

   In this case contributors to total cross sections are five poles (Eq. (1.3))
but also trajector!es beionging to pseudosca!ar and axial-vector nonets contribute
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to da/dt, P(e) artd so on and the situation becomes complicated if we furttier

tal<e into account the conspiracy among helicky amplitudes at t=O. This will
be considered in a forthcoming paper.

S4. Fermion Regge pole and backward meson-nucleon scattering

    This section wi!1 be further devided into three parts : the first deals with
the signature zero (for simplicity, in the case of Boson trajectory), the seeond
some peculiar properties of Fermion Regge pole and finally we shall study TtP
backward scattering in terms of Fermion Regge pole exchange model.

   4. 1 Signature 2ero

   Let us turn bacl< to Eq. (3.3) which we may rewrite as follows:

         fs(s, t)-g,.x. -vT\ .T((.a,'.'.'ii-gi".(.`,). -'rÅ}eS'naiÅ} (-g:,)evt'(" (4 i)

              t: fixed

If we assume Mandelstam symmetryG5' which states fÅ}(t,1)=fÅ}(t, -J -1) for
J= 1/2, 3/2,••• and further assume f'(t,D have no poles at positive half-integer
values of 1, then the reduced residue ri'(t) should vanish at 1== -3/2, -5/2,•••
so that ficticious poles at 1==-3/2, -5/2,•••due to r(at'+g) would actually

absent. Since l'(criÅ}+1) Å~sinTcrtÅ} is finite at negative integers, the signature factor

(1Å}e-iuait) has zeros at negative integers in the wrong signature amplitude
(i.e., for even signature amplitude these zeros occur at odd negative integers
and for odd signature ampiitude at even negative integers). Hence, at the
(negative) nonsense values of wrong signature, a Regge trajectory a(t) con-
tributes nothing to scattering amplkude and dips at the corresponding (negative)
t-values in angular distribution would follow (since baekground integral is pre-
sent, cross section would not exactly vanish there).
   Zeros of the same sort should appear also in the case of Fermion Regge
poles, which have very important implication for xÅ}P backward scattering.

    4. 2 Gribov Phenomenon7),ii)

   It is the weli-known fact that for a rnassless Dirac particle the eoncept of
parity makes no sense even in a theory with parity conservation (as a consequ-
ence oi rs invariance). Thus the Fermion poles with spin 1 and parity (-)JÅ}i/2
should coinncide at u =07} (u== (c.m. energy of TN systern in the ac-channel)2).
More generally, we have MacDowel symmetry for analytically-continued partial-
wave amplitudes,ii}

                J{Å}} JCÅ})                    (VT,)--f (-Vr,) (Å} ==signature) (4.2)               f
                              J-112                J+1/2
                                            J{Å}}so that, if a Regge pole fmaÅ}(v'-I,i-f) appears in f (1/T, ), then a correspond-
                                            J'-l/2                                              JCÅ}} uning pole at J==a'(-VMIint) should be presenÅí in f (Vu). Of course this
                                              f+1x2twin poles have opposke parities. Thus, for u>O, a Fermion trajectory a(1/T, )
                                                                15contains two families of Fermions, one with mass M such that a(M) ='-ii, -2-,'''
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   Fig. 2. The nucleon trajectory arva(tt) as determined by Chiu and Stack (Ref. 6)
         using a Regge pole fit to backward rr'p scattering data.

or-32--, S,•t•and the other with mass M' such that a(-M') has these values. For

u<O, the twin poles become each other's complex conjugate (cr(Å}iVlu[)).7)
This also implies that the trajectory cr(•v'-I}-) has the right-hand as well as the
left-hand cut, in sharp contrast with the conventional case of Boson trajectory.66)
   Now let us write the TN scattering arnplitude in a two-component form :

                 A(V ge, u) =-fi(V-Y, u)+araif2(V-Y, u) (4,3)

where ar and oi denote nucleon spin components along the final and the initial
meson momenta in the s-channel c. m. system, respectively.67) Crossing symmetry
relates "-channel amplitude fi,2(V-il, s) to s-channel one fi,2(VMY, u) throughii}

                       E,+M r                                              fi (V T, , s)                        2,/v L(-v'-i•}F--V-Y+2M) E.+M            fi(V-Y, Zt) =-

                            -(V-il+VV-2M) f2S\--U?itrS) ) (4.4)

and analogous equation for f2(Vi,u). Expand fi,2(VT,,s) 2nto partial-wave
amplitudes which are to be continued into complex 1-plane by the method of
FroissarÅí and Gribov and perform Sommerfeld-Watson transform. Picking up
Regge poles with dominant contributions, one sees that fi(1/-ii-, s) and f2(-ylT, , s)
                                JtÅ}) J{Å})contain poles in the amplitudes f (V-fiM) and f (VTW), respectively.
                                J+1t2                                               J-112Therefore, according to the foregoing arguments, one concludes that, for each
value of u, a Fermion Regge pole contributes twice, through its values a(V-ii-)
and a(-VT,), to fi(VJY, u) (and f2(V-ff, u)).
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   4. 3 zÅ}P bacleward scattering

   It seems nac tural to suppose that the dominant mechanism for meson-nucleon
backward scattering at high energies (say, PL>6GeV/c) is the u-channel ex-
change of baryon octet and decuplet Regge poles. Experiments29)-3') on pion-
proton elastic scatÅíering ln the backward hemisphere in the energy range PLx
4t-17 GeV/c (for PL>10 GeV/c only near 1800) show characteristic energy de-
pendence, charge dependence and angular distributions which appear to be
fairly well reprodttced ln Regge pole raodel (See Figs. 3-11 and 3-12).
   0nly A contributes to rc-P-,PxT" while rc+P backward scattering contains all
three trajectories Nd, Nr and A68) in the tt-channel. The contribution of A is
known to be smal! from size of the T'"P cross section (which is about 1/4 of
the corresponding fl" cross section at 1800) so that it can be neglected in n"

case.
   According to the discussion in 4.1 Nd trajectory has signature zeros at 1==

--
21-, -g,•••whereas A and Nr have zeros ofthekind atJ=--;-, --72-,•••6). For
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                                                            1 small negative values of zt, Nd is known68) to pass through f=:--2- ("nonsense

 transition of unphysical signature"), but A and Nr do not seem to go through
 their fi;st nonsense value of wi"ong singature (fww -g) for such small u.

     Taking lnto accottnt Gribov phenomenon discussed in 4. 2 nucleon trajectory
 may develop a dip in angular distribution near the value of u where both crArct
 (i/-Ir,) and a,yd(--V-ir,) are near1=:-S- if it is the main contribuÅíor. Since a

 dip has been observed near u=:-O.2 (GeV/c)2 in (da/dlul).+pa29) and the contribu-
 tion of Nr, if it were large, masks a predicted dip due to IVa, Chiu and Stack6)
 assumed that Nr couples' weakly to zN system and neglected it altogether.
    From the best fit to the r'P data (PL=4tvlO GeV/c) Chiu and Stack6) ob-
 tained for the trajectory function.

                    crN, (-v' -ii,U) -= - O,340 + O.093V -l; + 1.052 u

                                     1- which is shown in Fig. 2, Note that a 2                                        baryon of mass 850 MeV lying on it
 corresponds to no observed particle so that residue must vanish there.
    Including the daÅía at u=vaO up to PL=17 GeV/c, Ashmore et al.3i} obtain

                           a. (o) === -o.14Å}o.o6,
                           a,v(o) -- -o.2oÅ}o.os,

    Another charge dependence of pion-proton backward scattering is that, in
 the region of u2-O.06 (GeV/c)2, the z-" baekward peaks are several tirnes wider
than rc" backward peaks and eack appears to go through a maximum before

 reaching 1800. The maxima seem to occur at about u==-O.05 (GeV/c)2.3i)
    Final remark• wlll be concerned with spin dependence of zÅ}P amplitude near
backward directions. As noted by Stack,66} because of Gribov phenomenon, a
significant polarization in T--P scattering is expected although only d trajectory
can contribute to z"P. This would provide an interesting test for our model.

    4. 4 KÅ}P bacleward scattering69)

    Several groupsi5),32),69) reported the experimental results on KÅ}P elastic scat-

tering near the backward dlrecÅíion in a few GeV region. '])he data are shown
ln Figs, 3-13 and 3-l4. In this energy region the resonance effects in the direet
channel are also lmportant. The interference between resonance and Regge
pole amplitudes has been studied by Barger and Ciine68) for zP backward and
z- P charge exchange scatterings. . For K"P backward scattering, however, tkere
seems no significant evidence for a large contribution from the excited h!gh-spin
hyperon $tates in the direct cltannel. This .observaÅíion !s based on the two
experimental facSs: i) At present there are many well-known low- as well as
high-mass .Y=O baryon states while the situation ls ,less c!ear regarding Y=2
states, and 2) .the K+P cross section near 1800 is much larger than that for K-P
$cattering.. In •fact the upper limiS for the da(K-P)/d9 near cose=== -1 is estimated
by Cline et al.•6") to be smaller than 1pab/ster whereas da(K"P)/d9 goes up to
about •20ptb/ster near..backwayd direction. Moreover, there is a possible turn-
over near zt$O ln the• K+P rnomentum-transfer distributien. This phenomenon
could be explained if the Aa exckange dominaSes K+P bqckward scattering and
the Ad trajectory has a slight courvaÅíure so as to intersect the nonsense spln
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value of --ll- near u===o when extrapolated from the region ">o.

g5. Polarization and possible non-Regee-pole effeets

   So far we have concentrated our attention upon the angular distributions
and their energy dependence so that the spin dependence of high energy ampli-
tudes was not a primary interest. Nonthe!ess we have encountered the so-cailed
helicity-fiip phenomena that originate from the fact that the p and A2 mesons
are not fixed but moving poles in the complex 1-plane. From this we further
argue that Regge pole exchange amp!itude has its own characteristic spin de-
pendence and that to study the spin structure of the interference terms between
Regge amplitudes may provide a critical test of Regge pole model when corn-
pared with detailed experimental observations. Fundamental physical quantities
of interest in the spin dependence of scattering amplitudes are polarization
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parameters of recoil nucleons and decay correlations or spin density matrices
of produced resonances. Our main interest in this section is polarizations of
the reactions rrÅ}P.nÅ}P and rc-'P.nOn. We shall study decay correlations in the
next section.

   5. 1 ExPerimental results

   The recent data reported by CERN group70) on the polarization parameter
P(0) for rctP elastic scattering in tke energy range from PL==6 to 12 GeV/c show
the characteristic charge and angular dependences ;
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    (1) P(rc'P) and P(z"P) have opposite signs and approximately equal ab-
        solute values.
    (2) The small absolute values of P at -t -=O.6 (GeV/c)2.
    (3) P(n'P) appears to decrease with increasing energy, whlle P(z'"P) has
        no visible energy variation.
Maximum polarization oÅí about 15%o occurs near -t =-O.2 (GeV/c)2.
   Polarization parameter for the reaction z-P-nOn were measured by Bonamy
et al,39} with polarized proton targets and the result indicates abottt 15Je)6 polariza-
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tion in contradiction to the single p Regge pole model. The data at PL==5.9 and
11.2 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 5. The polarizations averaged over all data are,

         <P>- (14Å}3.5)JO)6o for O.e2f{Itlf{;O.24 (GeV/c)2 at 5.9GeV/c
         <P>=(12Å}4)fO)6e for O.O15SltlSO.34 (GeV/c)2 at 11.2GeV/c

We note that there is no significant energy dependence in this case. Finally
we show in Fig. 6 polarization data on PP scattering at 6, 10 and 12 GeV/c and
the reaction, rr+P.='K' at 3.23GeV/c (Fig. 7).
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   5. 2 P"re Regge Pole model

   Chiu, Phillips and Rarita analyzed the zÅ}P data in terms of three Regge
poles (P, P', p) and obtained fairly good agreernent with experiment. Let us
write the zN scattering amplitude in the form

                      A(s, t) -f(s, t) +i g(s, t)Aa•th (5.1)
where nenL is a unit vector normal to the scattering plane and f and g are spin
non-fiip and fiip amplitudes, respectively. Then,

                            da                            d.Q -=lfi2+lgl2, (s.2)

                        p(e) ddoa -2Im(f*g). ' (s.3)

From Eq. (1.1) one finds

             da             dg (rrÅ}Pm'z'P) -2 ImCÅ} (fp*+ fpr*) g,        p (e)

                        Å}f,* (gp+gp') +fp*gp' +fp' *gp). (5.4)
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Since p couples strongly to spin-fiip part g and P and P' malnly to nonflip part
f, the second terrn in the RHS of Eq. (5. 4) can be neglected compared with the
first term. Furthermore, ln order to account for the observed charge depen-
dence (i.e., the reversal of sign of P(O) between rc-'P and n+P), the last term
sho,uld also be small compared with the first. With these simplifications, one

                                /                      da                         (rcÅ}P -rcÅ}P) -= Å}2 Im(fp*+fp'*) g,). (5,5)                 P (0)                      d9

This expiains roughly why P(e)tvO near -t =O.6 (GeV/c)2 since g, vanishes
there (see Sec. 3). As for s-dependence of P(0), we have from (5.5)

                           P(o)ocsm(ap(t)-atp(t))

If Pomeranchon has a small slope, we have approximately

        P(e)ocs-(i'2N2'3} near its maximum around -t ==O.2 (GeV/c)2.

As mentioned in 5. 1, (3), z-P data have no such a visible energy dependence.
If this will be confirmed by detailed experiment, we rnust face with diMculties
in the Regge pole model,
   In the charge exchange scattering we have troub!e with experiment. Single
p Regge pole exchange model predicts P(0) ==e, whereas experiment indicates a
polarization of about 15P06o. Explanations of this phenomenon have been attempt-
ed wkhin the frame of refined Regge pole models. In any case, the p pole
model is aCcepted as a first-order approximation in the description of the reac-
tion x"'P-->xOn.

   5, 3 Modified Regge Pole model for r"P charge exchange scattering

       5. 3. 1 p+p' mode172}

   Recent analysis of H6gaasen and Fisher73) of nucleon-nucleon charge ex-
change scatterlng at high energy indicates that, in addltion to p pole, the another
pole p' is needed to explain the data of the forward differential cross section
and the total cross section consistently.74)
    Taking into account the contribution of p' pole, the scattering amplitude of
the rc"P charge exchange process can be expressed as ;

                                fzaf, +f,' ,                              [g=g,+g,,, (5'6)

where the formula for fp'(gp') is identical to that for f,(g,) except for the
appearance of the prirned quantities in residtte and trajectory functions. The
results calculated by Logan et al.72) are shovvn in Fig. 8. I. The rough s de-
pendence is estimated from ap' and ex, ;

                            evP+api                      Po"v Ss2a.p tv saP"crPrvs-O'33, (5.7)

which decreases with energy in contradiction to the existing data.

       5. 3. 2 p + direct channel resonance mode175)

    At intermediate energies, Barger and Cline68) sttggest that the amplitude due
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to crossed-channel exchange is roughly the same size as the amplitude due to
direct channel resonances. According to them, the polarization in z-'P charge
exchange seattering may be explained in terms of the interÅíerence of the Regge
pole arnplitttde with the low-lying Ferrnion resonances in the direct channel. In
this model

                               f=fp+fres,                              (                                                                   (5.8)
                               g == gp + g,e,,
        (f,r.z,s)- g:'I ,=,,(-)f+r/2([L",)ii23P,,ISgO,g,egl,,))• .".r\,.,/, (s g)

where E, 1,lE, rt and vi are the total c.m. energy, the total spin, orbital
angular momentum, energy, width and eiasticity of the resonances, respectively.
Consider the contribution of all tke known resonances to f.es. The spin and
parity assignment for the h2gher resonances recently observed is made on the
basis of a Regge recurrence scheme.S8} (These assignments were tested in two
separate analyses of T'-P elastic scattering aS 180e and n-"P charge exchange at
ee)

   The calculated resttlts are shown in Fig. 8. 1.
   The polarization in this case is roughly proportional to .1•es/fReg, and the
decrease of P(ti) wkh energy arises from the fact that f.es decreases faster with
energy than fReg. The amplitude fRefi decreases exponentially with -t whereas
f,es decreases less rapidly, hence P(l) increase as -t increases.

       5. 3. 3 p + Regg cut rnode176)

   The existence of the cuts in the angular momentum plane have been discussed
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by several authors from the theoretica! point of view77) At present time we have
not yet get clear-cut conclttsion about the existence of the cuts since a theoreti-
cal estimate is prohibitically difficttlt to make.

   Here we introduce, phenomenologicaily, the Ieading cut associated with p
and P exchange, the branch point of which is given by,

              ac(t) == ap[( cr,,a+"'crp, )2t]+cr?[( a,,cr+?'cr., )2t]-i, (s.io)

where cr,(t) and ap(t) are the p and P trajectories and a,' (ap') are their slopes
(which are assumed to be constant.)
   Carrying out the Somrnerfeld-Watson transformation, f and g will be given
assymptotically by,

                    (g)..sZ ([l )( .E, )i (t.. rr,i +,) (s.ii)

where ci and c2 are reduced discontinuities across the cut of the spin non-fiip
and fiip amplitudes with the threshold dependence (Pit Ptf)•' factored out,
   For (E/Eo) large enough, the rough estimation will be given by the fol!ow-
ing form ;

                     (g)--(E/Eo) crC(t) l.g (}/E,) . (5 12)

The energy dependence of the polarization will be given ;

                  p(E, t)--E(eve(t)ma(t))/ (E,)evc(t)(E,)evP(t) (5,13)

and

                                   atp2                   ac(t)-ap(t) "= - a,,+at. t>O for t<O (5.14)

   Thus this model predicts a polarization which increases with energy.

       5. 3. 4 p + absorption mode178)

   It has been pointed out by several authors'9} that Regge pole model leads to
diMculties in connection with the t-dependence of the two-body amplitudes where-
as absorption model do not explain their s dependence. From a purely pheno-
menological point of view, the combination of the two approaches might give
both the right s and t dependence ofthe scattering amplitudes. The formulation
is done using the F-matrix (overlap matrix) introduced by Bialas and Van
Hove.so)
   The two-body scattering amplitude is expressed as ;

           Aji(s, t) == ax{a) (s, q"i.q"j)6Ji+Rjt{a} (s, q",•q'Xj)

                          -t- 2iSdp'Qr(aj (s, 4i•pA)RJi,(aj (s, p-"•i) , (s.ls)

where Q.1{"}(s, q"ii•q"j) represents the shadow scattering amplitudes and Rji,(s, qLLi.q"j)

is the Regge amplitude. The sufux (a) means that we take particular model,
according to whlch the overlap matrix which represents the contribution of the
n-particle states (n>2) is assumed to be diagona180} with respect to ehannel
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indices i and 7'. The third term represents overlap integral of the two ampli-
tudes. (If the pa. rticle has spin, then we mttst make sum with the helicities of
the intermediate two-body states.) For large s and t== O; one has the asympto-
tic behaviottrs

                     QICa}(s, O)tvconst eR!t,

                     .RCa}(s, O)tvconst.sa(t) (a<1), (5.16)
then the third term can be calculated '
                                  '
                                         R2+alns                                                  . (5.17)                    the third termt-const
                                            Sd

    For the x"'P charge exchange process, the third term contributes in addition
to the p trajectory exchanged term (Rji(s, iji•q-"j)).

    The calculated results are shown in Fig. 8-3. Note that tke third term has
the same form as the one oÅí the contribution from the process exchanged a
branch point trajectory in the' complex 'angular mornentum plane.

S6. Resonance production and decay correlatien

    In this section we investigate the decay correlations of resonances produced
in the reactions of the type

                              a+b ,c+d (6.1)
where one or both of the. fina.! $y$tems are dynapaic.ally unstable. Experimen-
tally these reactions occur with relatively small mornentum transfers, indicating
the peripheral nature of the production mechanism. In a peripheral model (like
one particle exchange one) the production amplitude and the decay angular
correlations of resonances d and/or c depend on the aynamical properties of the

exchanged objects8'). In the following we suppose that the production proeesses
(6. 1) proceed rnainiy via the scheme

                            a+6 >Z-d+b (6.1)'
in the crossed channel, where Z is the exchanged object (assumed to be Regge
pole).
    For the time being let us suppose that d is dynamically unstable, decaying
into two particles a and B, where cr and B have spins Sa and SB, respectively,
whereas c is stable (like nucieon). Let us first evaluacte the angular distribu-
tion of the decay d-cr+B in the rest frame of Åíhe d when the d has spin com-
ponent m along the polar axis specified below. If the particle a is emitted in
the direction (O, q) (so that B in the direction (TL-0, z+ep)), the decay matrix
e!ement is

            MS.`i (2d, 7,B) -V-2TSii.-1-1 d.Sd, (0) exp{igD (mmR) }Ma (7-a, 2B), (6.2)

where Sct, 2,d and 2B are the spin of the d, helicities of cr and B, respectively
and dSd(o) is the reduced rotation rhatrix with R=ex 7,d-7,B. Mel(2d, RB) depends
      maon the decay rnechanism and if tke decay conserves parity, it has the following

symmetry property: ' '
                Ma(Za, ],e) :vctrpBrpa(-1)Sct-SamSeMd(-Z., -AB), (6.3)
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where ?7d, 77B and rpd ftc re intrinsic parities of the particles a, B and d, respectively.

If cr and B are both spinless, or if sct==1/2 and sB=O, there is only one constant
Md characterizing the decay. Now the angttlar disÅírlbution of the true final
particles cr and B in

                         a+b-c+d-c+cr+B (6,1)"
is expressed as8i)

           YV(e, p)oc X IMd(act2B)I2exp(i(m-mt)q)dSd(o)dSf (o)pd ,
                    2.p.e, ma m2 mm (6.4)
                    mmt
where it is assumed that in the rest frame ei the d Åíhe particle cr is emitted in
the direction (e, op) with the polar axis being the spin quantlzation axis of the
                  dd. In Eq. (6. 4), p , is called the spin density matrix of the d, in which in-
                  mmformation on the production inechanism (i. e., the dynamical properties' of the
system Z and its coupling to the initial and the final states of the crossed chan-
nel (6.1)) is included, and will be defined below ln terms of the production
amplitudes. Thus we can get the knowledge of the spin dependence of the
production amplitudes to the extent that can be determined by the decay angular
distributions.

    6. 1 Densily matrix and decay correlation

    As usal we define the s-ehannel center of mass frame helicity amplitudes82)
for the reaetion (6. 1), denoting them by

                     <2cRal,fS(S, t)IRa2b>=-fS2c2fi : 2a2b(S, t)

where 2's denote the helicities. We choose as spin quantization axis (2-axis)
for d the direction of the momentum of b in the rest frarne of d (which we
call the d reference frarne henceforth). Denoting by m the spin projection of
the d along this quantization axls, we can write

                  <R,mlfs (s, t ; P-"d =O) IRaRb>

                      =="Z<M[Zti> <laZc[ fS (s, t; P"`tt """ O) IRaRb>, (6, 5)
                        Ad
where of course 7,a is the helicity ofdln the c. m. system. The rotational matrix
element <ml?,a> corresponds to the rotation ln the rest frame of d (designated
by Od) from the helicity direction PJici--i• to the quantization axis P-ib and is

expressed as ' '
      .t                      <mlR(i> -- <Za]m>-dSd (-Åëd), (6.6)
                                         2din
with

                  tanipd= {III{f' vi-cos2e, (coso,- ;;' )'-i, (6.7)

where Ed,vd,vb,and Md are the c.m. energy of d, velocities of d and b in the
c.m. system and the mass of d, respectively. The density matrix element of
the resonance d is defined by

         d A.iA, <2CM]fS (S' t; P-Ld`=O) lla)`b> <7LeM']fS (S, t; P'd ""' O) IRa2b>*

                                                                , (6.8)        Pmm' ÅíI <RcZdlfs (s, t) IP,,2b> l2
                             a',
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             Pmnt' 2<,?,d,el',blf`(s, t)I2-,',,a.><,?,dJ-lb]ft(s, t)licJ(a>* ' '

                    A's

where use has been made of

              E]l<2cRdlfS(S, t)llaRb>l2 ==Xl<J?dRblft(s, l)i2ela>i2, (6.ll)

which is a consequenee of the orthogonality of the T-W crossing rnatrices. It
is shown by Gottfried and Jackson8') that the density matrix has the following
properties according to the spin and parity of the exchanged system Z if parity

is conserved in the t-ehannel: ' •                                                                  d    (i) In the case of the scalar exchange process (spin of Z=mO), p..,==O
       for m, m'>Sb. This comes from the angular momentum conservation
       in the final vertex of the t-channel. The Treirnan-Yang test is one of
       the simplest cases (Sb==O).
    (ii) In the production of a resonant state of natural (unnatural) parity
       from an incident pseudosoalar meson, if Zhas natural (unnatral) parity,
             el       then p..ix=O for m or m'==O. Here the "natural" parity rneans parity
       is (-)s, where s is the spin of the particle.
   To what extent the decay angular distribution (6.4) gives us iniorrnatioti

on the density matrix? The reflexion invariance of the decay !nteraction and
the production meehanism implies

                         W(e, ip)-W(z-0, T+go),                        (                                                                  (6.12)
                         w(o, ip) -=vpx(e, -g),

and the realky of VV(0, ep) leads to

          W(e, ep)oc Z IMd(Rd2B)[2cos((m-m')ep)R,pd ,dS"(e)dSf (e). (6.13)
                                                       mX                   R.2p 7nm nea
                   mmt
Thus the imaginary parts of the density matrices do not appear in the decay
distribution and we can get informaÅíion only on the real parts of the density
matrices due to the parity conservation in the decays. The imaginary parts
would occur in the decay distribution if the particle decays through a parity

which has the following properties by definition and refiexion invariance :

                              dd                      (i) Zp --1 (T.(p ,)=:1), (6.9a)
                           m "IM MM
                      (ii) p:.,== (p:,t.)* (herrhkian), . (6.9b)

                                                                    '                            dd                      (iii) p,==(-)m-"m'p ,. (6.9c)
                            mm --m--7n
One easily sees that the independent elements of the density matrix are Sd(Sd
+2) for integer Sd and (Sd+-li-)(Sd+g)-1 for half-integer Sd of which the dia-

gonal elements are real.
   When (6.1) is analyzed by the mechanism (6.1)', it is convenient to ex-
press the spin density matrix in terms of the t-channel c. m. helieity amplitudes
through the Truernan-Wicl< crossing symmetry.83) The result is8i)

              d A.ll, l,x. <MRblf` (S' t)l2'cZa> <M'2blf` (s, t) P,c)(.>*

                                                         - (6 10)
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violating interaction. • • .    When both of the final systems in the reaction (6.1) are unstable, the
angular distributions of their decay products provide more detailed information
on their production mechanisrn.B- Advantage can be taken of tke Lorentz
transformation properties of the heliciÅíy amplitudes,

           <m, nl fS (s, t ; P"d an fic ":O) P,a2b>

               "" : <mllc> <nl2d> <RcRd]fS (s, t; PL"d ""fSc == O) IRa7,b>, (6.14)
                 ZcZd

where m and n are the spin components along the respective quantizaÅíion axes
in the c and d reference frarnes, respectivgly. The joint density matrix is
defined by84)

   pr 7,, Ai,ililR, <M"]fS/" tll S'l',{/ifi-)',c(ll;,Ot))I2f.Sb,>> <<'R",'R},illi/Ili(,i'tl i7/.A2:,=>=Pi: ==O)iRaR'>* . (6.is)

                  A's

The individual density matrices of c or d are obtained by summing over the
magnetic substates of c or d:

                                       mml                                p..t === XP ,
                                      nnn (6.16)
                                        mm                                pnn'== ZP ,•
                                      m nn

The joint density matrix (6.15) has the following properties;

            mm    (i) .X. P.. ==ll?Pmm==]ll]Pnn'=1 (Trp===1) (6.17a)

           mmt mtm    (ii) (p ,)*==p, (hermitian) (6.17b)           nn nn          -m-mt "tmt    (iii) p ,=(-){m'm')'Cn'"n')p, (refiexion syinmetry) (6.17c)
          -n--n nnFrom these one easily finds

          mm    (iv) p is real,
          nn
and
          m -m    (v) p is rea! if 2(n-m) is even integer and purely imaginary if2(n-
          n --n
       m) is odd.
The distribution describing simultaneously the two-body decay of the c in its
rest frame and the two-body decay of the d in its rest frame is obtained

                W(ecqc ; 0dipd) =X MSd, (6d rpd)MSC, (O, ep,) pMny', (6.18)

                              mml M7i} nn ftn
                              nnt
where

                     Sd Sd Sd* '                   M i(0dqd)=ZM (2a2B)M,                                              (PLaRB) ,                                                                 (6,19a)
                     MM . Ra2p M M
                   MSC, (0c ipc) - XMSC(2a'RB') MS,C*(2a'7,d) . (6.19b)

                     nn 2.t2st n n
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      Sd        (RdRB) is defined by Eq. (6. 2). The explicit expression of the distribu-and M
      mtion function W(0cepc ; edipd) will be found in Ref. 84 for the processes K+P-K*N*
and PP.N*N*. Parity conservation reduees the distributioll function to the
form

              W(eeepc; edpd) -=X Re(MSd (edipd)MSCt(o,ep,))R,(pMM/) , (6.2o)

                           mmf mmt nn nn.  , nnlhence, also in this case we can learn oniy the real parts of the joint density
matrix.

    6. 2 Regge Pole analysis and Possible modiLlications

    In this subsection we are to describe to what extent the analyses have been
made on the structure oi the density matrix on the basis of the Regge poie
model and to investigate the possible modifications. Without entering into
details the Regge pole model rnakes some definite predictions about the density
matrix.
    (a) If only one Regge pole can contribute to the process, the density
matrix is almost independent of incident energy, Example is the reaction (3)
in Table Vl.
    (b) In the production of a resonant state of natural (unnatural) parity
from an incident pseudoscalar meson, the density matrix element poo is exactly
zero if a!1 the exchanged Regge poles have natur.al (unnatural) parities. Ex-
amples are the reactions (5) and (9) in Table VI.
    Now the experimental data on the density matrices for various production
processes are accumulating and it seems desired to analyze in detail the density
matrix in order to test the Regge po!e model and in practice the analyses are
now in progress. In Tabie VI the results obtained so far are suminarized.
Some comments on thls Table are in order.
    (1) n-P-"nON*"'
    It has been pointed ottt57},85),86} that this process is very useful to test the

Regge pole model, since on!y p ean be exchanged in the t-channel, Several
authors attempted to describe this process by thepRegge pole exchange. In
praticular, Kramrner and Maor5'} used Åíhe correct residues (which are slowly
varying functions of t) with kinematical iactors factored out and found good
agreement with experiment; energy-independent density matrix is consistent
with the limited data available and the dip observed areund tfu-O.6GeV/c is
due to the wrong-signature nonsense zero in the p Regge amplitude. The
available data are only at 4 and 8GeV/c and more detailed data about the
energy dependence of density matr!x are desired.
    (2) z+n--tuP, z+P--tuN*++
    If the p Regge pole exchange domlnated these reactions, we wou!d have a
dip around t :-O.6GeV/c and poome O, both iR contradiction to experiment. Ex-
perirnentally, the angular distribution has a rather fiat slope and poo fO.5 at 3
GeV/c56} and poo=:e.26Å}O.10 at 8GeV/c for the reaction T'P-teN*++5`}. (See
Fig. 9)

   The p-dip can be filled by a strong contribution of B meson (assuming IPG=
1'") which, at the same time, gives finite poo5ej.

it
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   (3) flÅ}P-"pÅ}P, z-PDpOn
   For these reactions, experiments are made for larger energy region and
rather acculate data are obtained. (For example, see Fig. 9.) Several authors
analyzed these processes and get satisfactory results for the differential cross sec-
tion and density matrix for TÅ}P->pÅ}P process with appropriate combination of T, Ai
(unnatural parity) and tu, A2 (natural parity57},87)). Kowever, for T-P--ÅÄpOn process

whereAi, A2 is exchanged in the i-channel, Ringland and Thews88} obtained an
upper bound for the pararneter iRepioBn the framework of Regge pole model
and the value is clearly violated by experirnent at 6 and 8GeV/c.
   Finally we comrnent about the non-Regge effects. In analogy to the discus-
sion in g5, some other contributions can be taken into account, i. e, the contribu-
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     Fig. 10. The typical predictions of the one-pion-exchange model with absorption
          ' on the differential cross section and the density matrix element poo for
            the reaction z-p--.p-P at 4GeV/c, calculated in Ref. 90. The coupling
            constants are g2prrx/4T :2, g2rrN/4rc =14.0 throughout. The absorption
            parameters for the initial state are C+=:O.76, A+=O.040 throughout.
            These for the final state are, curve 1: C-=:C+, A-=A+; curve 2:
            C..=1.00, A- =A+; curve 3; C-=1.00, A-=:O.75 A+. Here the absorption
            parameters are defined by
                              e2i6d(Å}) ec 1-cÅ}e-AÅ} (iÅ}-})2

            with
                                        aT(Å})
                                    Cth "" 4nrÅ}

            and
                                        ll                                   A.=                                        2k rÅ}
            where o"j('") and o"j('> are the complex elastic scattering phase shifts in
            the final and initial channels, respectively, rth the parameters which
          ' appear in the elastic angular distribution (see Eq. (2. 7) in sec. 2) and

            fe the c, m. system momentum.

 '
tions of s channel resonances, cutsin1plane, or absorptive corrections. The
analyses are now in progress.89}
    It is convenient to show in F!g. Ie the typical effect of absorptive correction
in- OPE model,90} from which we see the absorptive correction changes appreci-
ably the spin density matrix while it does not lead to significant changes in the

differential cross sections. •
S7. Concluding remarks

    In the preceding sections we have presented a systematic and critical review
of the phenomenological Regge pole theory, and in this final section we attempt
firsit to summarize the complicated situation and second to remark some new
aspects of the Regge pole approach to higlt energy scatterings.
    (1) It has been widespread speculation that the Pomeranchuk trajectory
has a quite small slope (say, 1/3 (GeV/c)"2) and does not correspond te any
observed particles; it serves only as a good tool in fitting to cross section data.
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Our feeling is that the Pomeranchuk pole is simply a realization in the complex
angular momentum plane of shadow scattering which plays a dominant role in
the high energy region but all the effects of shadow or inelastic scatterings may
not be represented in terms of only the singularities in the complex 1-plane.
From phenomenological point oi view one can construct a model based on the
Regge pole hypothesis without the Pomeranchon; i'nstead of the P one simply
takes a shadow model.78) This combination of the Regge pole and shadow
models a!so seems to tend to eliminate some of difficulties in the pure Regge
pole model.
    (2) Let us rnention the various dip mechanisms.9i) On the one hand, the
old dip rnechanism of sense choosing at the nonsense values of the wrong
signature proves to be valid only ii the effects of the third double spectral
funetion are neglected; if otherwise and as long as the effects are small, the
position of the dip will be shifted slightly from the point where one would have
one according to the old dip mechanisms, as argued by Mandelstam and Wang.`')
On the other hand, one cannot say too much about which of the various me-
chanisms trajectories of even signature obey at 1==O; sense choosing, nonsense
choosing, Chew's5), Geil-Mann's6) and non-compensation mechanisrns63). A
dynamical model for a trajectory would be necessary to attack this problem
from the theoretical point of view.
    (3) A parity-doubled conspiracy (Gribov phenomenon7)) of Fermion Regge
pole is to be tested experimentaily by measuring the polarization parameters
for meson-nucleon scattering in the backward hemisphere. Dips in angular
distributions of backward rc+P and K+P scatterings are of special interest; do
they really originate from the signature zeros? If so, why do the exchange
force take a special role at a particular value of four momentum transfer?
We have to pursue the dynamical origin of the signature zeros.
    (4) We mention an interesting question of evasions versus conspiracies
which belongs to the subject of the second paper. Kinematical constraints on
forward helicity amplitudes (which we call conspiracy relations) can be satisfied
either by vanishing residues (evasions) or by correlation in position and residue
of the relevant Regge poles (conspiracies). Only the !atter possibiiity allows
the double helicity flip ampiitudes which conserve angular momentum in the
forward direction to contribute with full strength. Thus Regge trajectories of
unnatural parity P== (-1)"i can contribute through conspiracies to forward NN
and NN scatterings92} at high energies or to forward production processes A+
N-B+N. It may be interesting to speculate ihat the (sharp) forward peaks
of the reactions Pn-->nP, PP->im92} and PP--AA"3) are due to conspirators of rc
and K Regge poles. Forward productions of vector mesons are also of import-
ance since conspiracies of classes II and III in the terminology of Freedrnan
and Wang9} may coexist.g4)
    (5) Polarization test is useful to refine the Regge model at a deeper level.
More accurate energy variation of P(0) for the reaction z-P-zen is necessary
to distinguish the various models discussed in g 5. 3. It is also helpful to detect
presence or absence of polarization in z-P-,opn in order to test the single R pole
model. If finite polarization results, we may add the conspirator of rc (with
the same conventional quantum numbers as the A2) to the R contribution. It
will be interesting to speculate at this stage that small imaginary parts of
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trajectory and residue functions would not violate Mandelstam analyticity under
certain circumstances, as suggested by Chen and Sharp"5) ; ln such a case we
rnay have finite polarization. Reeder and Sarrna38) calcttlated the polarization
parameters for K'"P--"KOn which have to be checked experimentally. P(0) for
nucleon charge exchange scatterings would provide a eritical test of the Phillips
conspirator model.96) Detection of presence or absence of energy dependence
of P(e) for flÅ}P-TÅ}P with more accuracy is also of imporÅíance.

    (6) Application of the Regge pole model to certain productlon processes
for small momentum transfers has been made with particttlar emphasis on the
decay correlation. Until now data on density matrix are not suficient and
contain rather large errors so that definite conclusion of the applicability can-
not be drawn. It should be remembered that the one-pareicle exchange model
with absorption can explain decay angular correlation with remarkable suc-
Cess.9o}

    Finally, we describe sorne new proposals recently made in connection with
the Regge pole theory.
   An lnteresting fact was poinÅíed out by Tanaka et al.97) that the Regge pole
behaviour may be closely re!ated to the propagation of an extended particle.
They investigated Yukawa's bi-local field as a simple example and reached the
follewing conclusiens. "The extended particle quantized so as to represent
Regge pole behaviour behaves almost equivalently to the superposition of local
fields with different intrinsic spins when it propagates wiÅíh a time-like fottr
momentum, but it quite differently behaves when it propagates with a space-
like four mornentum." This indicates that the exchange of one Reggeon can
never be equivalent to the exchange of a series of elementary particles with
different intrinsic spins, so far as it has a space-like four momentum,98} in
conÅíradiction to the discussions recently made by Van Hove.99) According to
the statement of Van Hove, "the exchange oÅí an infinite series oi particles
with the mass formula of Regge type is equivalent to the exchange of Regge
trajectory itself." He did not mal<e clear distinction whether the particle has
a space-like or time-like four rnomentum.iOO)

   Anyway, several authors have recenÅíly investigated the Regge pole model
in relation to his discttssion, one of whiclt is that oi Halpern.iOi) According to
his discussion, "all the particles but perhaps the lowest member in the series
must be composite in order to introduce consistently with unitarity in the s
channel", which is very interesting Åíhough only 'from a view-point of bootstrap
mechanism for the composite particle. At the same time, we must notice
several attempts recently made about the internal relativistic spin angular
momentum from the group theoretical point of view.9),i02) On the other hand,
an attempt is being made to understand the characteristic features of Regge
pole model from a standpoint of composite model. As a first step, Yoshida
and Machida'03} take the p trajectory which is assttmed to be composed of a
quark and an antiquark. They calculaeed the trajectory and residue function
assttming a simple potential between a quark and an antiquark, and obtained
results consistent with tlte experiment.
   Thus the situation seerns to tend one to regard the Regge behaviour as
being due to the propagation of particle with internal structure. Then the
scattering amplitude should naturally include absorption correction in addition
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to the Regge pole exchange contribution, which wM change such quantities as
polarization parameters or density materices.
    We wouid like to expect that systematic analysis of the high energy reac-
tions by the Regge pole model may be one of the important means to shed
light on the structure oE hadrons. , .
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